Can I nominate someone?

YES. Anyone can submit a nomination. But we do not accept posthumous nominations, and only the Momentum Award accepts self-nominations.

How do I make sure I have a good nomination?

Nomination packages are very important. They are the main advocate for your nominee. We ask for three key things:

Your Information

We want to know who is nominating, and how to contact them if we have any questions, feedback or updates on their nomination.

Their Information

We need to know the who, where, what & how for your nominee: WHO are they. WHERE are they based. WHAT are their roles. HOW do we contact them.

Why

This is the most important part of the nomination. We want to know why this individual deserves recognition, so we need you to show us:

What they've done and why it matters

Citation, Work Description & Top 5 papers sections

The science. What is the discovery or contribution that is their original and significant achievement with impact on human health?

Where they stand among their peers

Comparative Analysis of Field section

Are they...
Responsible for great research at a similar level as their peers?
On the verge of a significant development?
A game-changer in the field, changing how others understand & interpret their work?
Leading the charge forward to new ground and shedding light on the unknown?

Are there others who made equally vital contributions?

Potential Co-Nominees for International/Global Health Award

You may want to nominate them as well, or recommend them to us for further investigation. It is actually to the advantage of your candidate to provide your balanced evaluation of who did what and when.

Who stands behind this nomination?

Letters of Support

Why are you nominating this person?
Who else believes this individual should receive the award & why?

Questions?
@gairdnerawards
nominations@gairdner.org